
P R I N T E D  S H O W E R  S C R E E N S 

NU-D INSIGNIA

a  u n i q u e  c o l l e c t i o n



UNIQUE  
DESIGNS 

NU-D are proud to bring you a unique collection of 

proprietary designs for the discerning residential market.

We utilise world-leading ceramic print technology to bring 

you outstanding performance in quality and durability.

Our shower screen patterns are printed onto clear glass 

with precision, controlling ink densities to reflect the delicate 

or bold nature of the design.

NU-D Insignia designs are fused into the glass giving an 

unrivaled level of scratch and detergent resistance.



INSIGNIA is our signature range of elegant shower screen 

designs exclusive to NU-D.

The result of a beautiful collaboration of world class 

technology and interior designers.

INSIGNIA 
Bamboo

Cones

Bramble

CBD

Folli

Spring

Circles

Mirage

Nova

Stickle



BAMBOO

Bringing nature into the home.

Varying tones of white are utilised in Bamboo, which 

creates a feeling of depth to a simple, contemporary nature 

element.

A classy design, ideal for full screen or fade.

IN_Bamboo



IN_Cones

CONES

A modern twist on the nature theme, combining positive and 

negative pine cone elements with an abstract, sharp fade.

A striking design guaranteed to be the highlight of any  bathroom. 

INSIGNIA



BRAMBLE

 A lively pattern of inter-twined shapes, creating a naturally 

wild rustic effect.

Each element consists of several tones giving a 3D feel to 

the design.

This pattern can be used to cover the entire panel or to any 

desired height within the panel.

IN_Bramble



IN_CBD

CBD

Sharp lines and strong verticals are foremost in our CBD  

shower screen design.

A modern iconic-looking design depicting a sky-scraping 

city scene. A mixture of clear and printed space gives the 

feeling of depth and varies the obscurity.

INSIGNIA



FOLLI

Folli is an example of beautiful simplicity.

A mid-density pattern offering partial obscurity with a 

natural element.

Ideal for full panel coverage (as shown) or fade.

IN_Folli



IN_Mirage

MIRAGE

A mesmerising twist on a classic optical illusion.

Mirage is  a modern design combining 2D elements to 

create a 3D  pattern.

A bright pattern offering maximum light using minimum 

obscurity.

INSIGNIA



CIRCLES

A bold pattern consisting of circles in various sizes and 

densities.

Offering a mid-level obscurity with a funky design ideal for 

full panel coverage or partial with fade (as shown).

IN_Circles



IN_Nova

NOVA

Nova is an angular design constructed from popular 2D 

geometric elements.

Nova can be utilised as a continuous mid-toned pattern to 

cover the entire panel of glass or as a partial fade (as shown).

The Nova uses regular patterns of clear glass to create a 

feeling of light and space.

INSIGNIA



STICKLE

Stickle utilises similar percentages of printed and clear 

glass, providing equal opportunity for light and space.

The mid-toned prickly pattern takes its influence from 

natural elements to inspire a contemporary feel to the 

surrounding room.

IN_Stickle



IN_Spring

SPRING

Spring is a bold pattern with a dominant single tone and 

density.  Perfect for full or partial panel coverage.

With a single, repeated nature element, Spring is a strong 

design of even tones. 

INSIGNIA



Leading the way in creativity and elegance is our Insignia 

Premium range of printed shower screens.

A collection of designs borrowing elements from nature and 

geometry, combining uniquely to offer a range that is bold 

with a modern edginess.

INSIGNIA PREMIUM
Riplets

Maze

Dandi

Metro

Bobble

Canva

Electra

Totem

Rumble

Strike



RIPLETS

A beautiful arrangement of ever-increasing circles marks 

Riplets as an Interior Designer’s favourite.

The deliberate control of mixed densities within the design 

creates a bold yet delicate pattern.

INP_Riplets
PREMIUM



INP_Maze

MAZE

Inspired by Aztec iconography, Maze  offers full obscurity 

to  lower levels, fading naturally to clear glass at a level 

determined by you. 

A bold, striking design of mid-to-solid density.

Guaranteed to be a show stopper in any interior.

INSIGNIAPREMIUM



DANDI

Designed and printed to replicate the natural element it 

symbolises, Dandi is as delightful as it is delicate.

A ‘soft pillow’ effect is achieved using four levels of opacity 

and various element sizes.

Effective in full panel or partial panel coverage.

INP_Dandi
PREMIUM



INP_Metro

METRO

Inspired by London’s underground metro network. 

A classy, mid-toned  linear pattern, perfect for full panel 

coverage. 

INSIGNIAPREMIUM



INP_Riplets

BOBBLE

Bobble is a quirky arrangement of dots and lines, combining 

to visually emulate topography in an abstract form.

Ideal for full panel (as shown) or fade.

PREMIUM
INP_Bobble



INP_Totem

TOTEM

Totem is a sharp, minimalist design  inspired by the Arizona 

Desert. Three levels of density provide a visual sense of depth 

to a simple yet striking pattern.   

INSIGNIAPREMIUM



ELECTRA

Electra is a light, angular design constructed from two 

layers of overlapping densities.

A modern linear pattern that manages to look bold yet 

delicate.

INP_Electra
PREMIUM



INP_Rumble

RUMBLE

Rumble is a  contemporary design that intelligently utilises a 

dense upper section to provide mid-panel privacy.

INSIGNIAPREMIUM



STRIKE

Strike can be used to cover as much or as little of the 

shower screen as you wish.

A versatile design that looks at home in any bathroom due 

to its simple abstract nature.

INP_Strike
PREMIUM



INP_Canva

CANVA

Canva is a dynamic pattern designed to emulate the brush 

strokes of an impressionist artist.

Perfect as a full panel or fade (as shown).

INSIGNIAPREMIUM
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